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He was given another chance at life and from the infinite possibilities available he chose to come
back as a mechanical man, a Metalman, named Repair. Now he has to contend with a research
lab full of gnomes who say he owes them for bringing him back from death, a strange city that is
going through a magical industrial revolution, and adversaries that want to see him broken into
pieces.Full of action, adventure, and of course crafting. Join Repair on his adventure through this
strange fantasy world where magic and technology meet. He’ll dive into the city’s dungeon to kill
monsters for XP, and gather resources to figure out the solutions to his problems. Because if he
doesn’t become more powerful, he’ll not only lose his freedom but the life of his friend. The
Mechanical Crafter is a LitRPG adventure.



The Mechanical CrafterBook 1By R.A. Mejia© 2020 Ramon MejiaAll Rights Reserved.All rights
reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form
or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods,
without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations
embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright
law.This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, businesses, places, events and incidents are
either the products of the author’s imagination or used in a fictitious manner. Any resemblance to
actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely coincidental.Table of
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Goblin in JeopardyChapter 34 - Something HopefulChapter 35 - A messageEpilogue –
Something StirsFrom the AuthorDedicationFor all the wonderful fans who continue to read the
stories of all the characters running around in my head.Also, the story wouldn’t exist except for
my friends Charles Dean and Blaise Corvin. Charles helped me work out the mechanics of a
crafter class and Blaze challenged me to write something in past tense. Thanks Bros.Finally, to
Sue, who passed this year. She was family but seemed to actually like the stories and
audiobooks I made. She always helped make these books better as an Alpha reader and I’ll
miss her terribly.Prologue – Finding RepairThe wall had been left undisturbed for hundreds of
years, but that did not matter to the sledgehammer that slammed into it. A loud crack echoed in
the cave as the hammer’s head broke off another section of the wall, destroying the ancient
mural covering it. "You better be right about this, Raceior. This is the last try I'm making. This
hammer is heavy, and I'm tired of only finding the undead in this place. We better find what we’re
looking for or this hammer’s next target is going to be you," a gruff man in dented grey armor
said, his tone a mixture of menace and fatigue."Don’t worry, Jerry. This is it, I can feel it,” Raceior,
the group’s rogue, said clearly excited as he rubbed his hands together. “The journal from that
archeologist we killed said that a Metalman should be in this crypt somewhere. You know we’ll
be rich when we find it.”"You didn't have to kill that archaeologist or his team of students to get
that information. We could have found this place on our own," I interjected as I ground my teeth



and clenched my fists angrily.Our group's leader, a dark elf cleric named Sarah Du'drian, said
disdainfully, "Of course we did, Andrew. They might have tried to claim the quest for themselves,
otherwise. It was too much coin to risk. Now shut your trap unless you have some spell to help us
find what those gnomes put up the quest for."I looked down, not willing to meet the higher level
cleric's eyes. I regretted getting mixed up with the group. But the money they offered me in
advance had been too good to pass up. I'd been in the Adventurer's Guild office looking for
someone to dive the dungeon with, when the group approached me offering a hundred gold
coins in advance to join them on a quest sponsored by the Gnomish Research Institute. It was
more than a level 6 mage like myself could hope to earn in a year of dungeon diving. So, I took
the job, signing the magically enforced contract then and there.I'd come to regret the decision.
The group took me out of the comforts of the dungeon city I'd grown up in. We went past the
forests and through the desert into the forbidden mountains. All along the journey, I'd helped
them kill monsters, and heard them complain about my meager spell casting. The group missed
their sorcerer, who'd been killed by an orc barbarian in a bar brawl. To me, he couldn't have been
that smart if he picked a fight with a barbarian, but I kept that opinion to myself.However, it wasn't
the monster killing or the complaining that made me regret my decision to join this group. It was
the myriad other choices they made along the way.We came upon a group of merchants that
had been robbed in the forest by bandits. Instead of tracking down the bandits and recovering
the goods, the other members of my group charged triple what they'd paid for the materials to
supply healing and a small bit of food and then left the merchants to survive on their own. In the
desert, we stumbled upon a group of escaped slaves and then turned them back over to their
owners for the reward money. Each time I argued for the group to make a different decision but
was overruled. I lament that I was so enticed by the money offered that I failed to properly read
the magical contract I signed which compelled me to continue on with them until they recovered
the Metalman or 6 months had passed.Now we'd made it to the mountains and searched
endlessly for ruins that might hold the remains of some ancient race of artificial beings, called
Metalmen. They'd come up only once in my arcane studies as the earliest example of humanoid
constructs, but little else was said about them. I didn't have an Engineer or a Golem Master
class, so that type of information wasn't something I was particularly interested in anyway. It
wasn't until the group's rogue found some arcane symbols carved into some cave that we got
our first clue about the whereabouts of the Metalmen. The pictographic symbols came from a
barbaric race of insect people that lived far to the swamps in the south, but the books I'd studied
said that they once were a much more sophisticated race that met their downfall in some great
war too old for most living races to remember.The pictographs told of a great war between
beings made of metal and stone that fought some great darkness that spread across the land. It
was more of a story than a historical account and seemed like something that had been a myth
when the carving was made. Still, it was our first clue that what we were looking for was near.We
delved into the mountains for months, exploring endless caves and tunnels. We were running
low on supplies and considering turning back from the quest when we came upon the



archaeologist and his students. They were there for the same reason we were, though they were
not interested in the quest reward. They were pure researchers and were interested in the
knowledge of the Metalmen and their legends. Our group was invited to join them, and we did.At
first, I thought my group had finally made the right decision, and I enjoyed the academic
conversations with both the archaeologist and the students. Unfortunately, I discovered the truth
after a night of feasting and revelry when I woke to find all the students dead, killed quietly in
their sleep. The rogue and the fighter were combing through the supplies. The dark elf cleric was
reading a journal, the archaeologist dead at her feet. I was revolted by murder and the sight of
the three casually rifling through the bags while their victim’s dead bodies hadn’t even cooled
yet. I refused to go on and work with them, but the magical contract forbade me from leaving or
abandoning the group.Realizing I was practically a slave at this point, I tried to resist where I
could as we searched the ruins the archaeologist found. Where at the start of our journey, I
gladly made suggestions so that our quest would succeed, now I only contributed when forced
to. We dug deeper into the mountains than ever before and I only used my magic to locate
seventeen sealed rooms when the cleric asked me to. Most of the hidden rooms were filled with
the remains of insect men and their broken, decayed belongings. Several times we'd run into the
undead. Low level zombies and skeletons mostly. Nothing our group couldn't handle.As Jerry,
our warrior, broke through the stone wall of the next room with his sledgehammer, we found it
was filled with a terrifying darkness that our torches couldn’t dispel. My heart raced as my mind
wondered what the darkness hid. Perhaps we’d unearthed a new more powerful foe? Or had we
finally reached our goal? Our warrior and the rogue moved the rocks to make a larger opening
as Sarah Du' drian muttered a prayer to her god. A moment later a glowing ball pierced the
darkness and my heart leapt into my throat as the light revealed two sarcophagi in a long
spacious room filled with piles of stone artifacts, magically preserved scrolls, and bars of
gold.There was silence for a moment as we stared at the treasures. Then Raceior let out a yelp.
"We've hit the jackpot, guys! I told you this was the lucky one. I could feel it in my bones."Jerry
dropped his weapon and rushed up to pick up one of the gold bars and reverently kissed it.
"Yeah, sorry for doubting you, Raceior. With this much gold, I can finally get that enchanted
armor I've been saving up for."The cleric clapped her hand loudly to get the other's attention and
said, "Don't get too excited. Yes, this is quite the find. But is this where the Metalman's remains
are? That's the real payday, boys." She turned to me and commanded, "Mage, examine the
sarcophagus and tell me what you find."I wanted to resist, but it was a request that fell into my
agreed-upon role, and the contract magic compelled me to obey. I walked reluctantly to the
raised stone sarcophagus and started to examine and translate the pictographs. The two had
almost identical stories, only one was surrounded by images of life and creation, the other
covered images of death and evil. "I cannot confirm from the outside that either contains the
Metalman we seek.""Then open one," the cleric said.Once again, I was compelled to obey. But
at least I was allowed to cast my own spells of protection first. First mage armor, then spells that
increased my intellect and health. I readied a bolt of arcane magic that was set to target the first



creature that attacked me. I pushed the heavy lid off of the sarcophagus, and it crashed to the
ground with a clatter and shattered. As the dust cleared, I peered into the stone casket and saw
the still figure of a man made not of flesh and bone, but one made of wood, stone, and
metal."They were real," I said in a whisper. I could not believe that I was looking at the remains of
something that was thousands of years old. My hands shook as I touched the hard, wooden skin
of the body. My fingers lovingly caressed the wooden mask-like face. Never in my life had I ever
thought I'd find something like this. My mind raced at the repercussions of such a find. It proved
that modern dwarfs and gnomes were not the first to create artificial creatures. That some other
race did it first, possibly thousands of years ago."What do you see?" Raceior asked. I could see
him creeping up, a greedy look on his face. I didn't bother answering since he was so close.
When he looked down into the sarcophagus, he gave another yelp of triumph. "It's what we were
looking for! The Metalman!" He quickly looked up at me, "It is the Metalman, isn't it?" I nodded
once, and he continued to yell and cheer."Thanks to the gods. I was tired of traipsing around this
mountain. Now we can return and collect our reward," Jerry said."Yes, it will be quite a profitable
expedition if we return with one Metalman. But there are two sarcophagi," Sarah said. The two
other group members turned and looked at the remaining burial container, and all three turned
towards me.Raceior looked at me, the greedy glint in his eyes even brighter. "Is that another
Metalman, Andrew? If it is, I'm sure there is someone else we can sell another rare body like this
too. We may be able to double or even triple our profit.""I don't know. I won't know unless I open
it, but I don't think we should.""Why not?""The pictographs point to this Metalman as a creator
and savior. The other is death."The rogue quickly backed up to where the other two group
members waited and said, "Well, we won't know what's inside until someone opens it. Go on,
Andrew."My eyes widened as I realized the groups' intent, and I only made it one step before the
cleric commanded, "Open the other sarcophagus, Andrew." Even though I fought it with every
ounce of my will, I found myself taking step after step toward the other sarcophagus, compelled
by the contract I'd signed. My back strained as my hands pushed the stone lid off and there in
the coffin was not another Metalman, but a desiccated husk. It was human in shape but was so
old that it was difficult to tell what race it was precisely."What did you find?" the cleric asked."I'm
not sure. It's not a Metalman, though." I could hear the curses from the rogue and warrior. But my
attention was on the remains. My eyes were drawn like metal to a lodestone to a beautiful
platinum necklace around the husk’s neck. It had finely crafted, still sparkling links and a large
emerald that seemed to glow with an inner pulsing light. My hand reached out, practically of its
own accord, as I longed to touch the emerald. But the moment my fingers touched the gem, a
cloud of thick black smoke poured from the mouth of the dried up remains. I tried to step back
and run but was already covered in the smoke. It poured down my lungs, and I tried to cough it
up. But there was too much. Blackness all around me was soon followed by the sensation of my
head hitting the cold stone ground and then nothing.------The moment the smoke erupted from
the sarcophagus, she cast her prepared spell, and a shimmering barrier appeared across the
entryway to the secret room. The smoke filled the room the fool mage was in, and the dark cloud



seemed to search for a way around the barrier. It took hours for the smoke to clear, her
companions anxiously waiting the whole time. When it did clear, they found the twitching barely
alive remains of their mage. His skin was covered in a deathly pallor, and his very veins had
turned black as whatever poison that was released from the trap spread through his body. No
one really cared when he stopped breathing and died. They'd planned to murder him anyway.
Why split the thousands of coins for returning the Metalman body to the gnomes when they
didn't have to? The poor fool only needed to receive the hundred gold coins to fulfill their end of
the contract. He should have really read the terms better.As the three devious adventurers
carefully removed the Metalman corpse from the tomb, they carefully avoided the other
sarcophagus, worried it might still be trapped. Not having been made aware of its existence by
the mage before the smoke erupted, the three greedy adventurers had no chance to notice that
the sparkling emerald gem had disappeared.Chapter 1 - The BeginningI dismissed the sharp
pain in my chest as heartburn as I turned on my TV and gaming consoles and took another bite
of the double-cheese half-pound mega bacon burger with special sauce and fries that I’d picked
up after work. Then the pain got worse. The room started to tilt and I felt light-headed as I
suddenly broke out into a cold sweat. Then it felt like a hand reached into my chest and
squeezed my heart. The pain got so bad that I fell out of my recliner, and sent my game
controller flying off somewhere as my body hit the apartment carpet. From the floor, I could just
see the glowing TV screen and the distorted image of the character creation screen of the RPG
I'd just bought. The seemingly infinite possibilities in character creation was always something I'd
loved--being able to make yourself into whoever you wanted to be. Another painful squeeze of
that invisible hand around my heart made me cry out as I thought about why I wanted to be
someone else.They say your life flashes before your eyes as you die. In my case, it wasn’t so
much a flash as a slow, boring, and tedious highlight reel of my existence between jolts of
pain.Like a lot of people, I'd spent my years in high school bullied, alone, and isolated from the
popular kids that peaked in their teens. I had thought that college would be the place to find
myself. Instead, it turned into extended adolescence with me having little more responsibility
than I had when I’d lived at home. Sure, I had been able to pick my own classes, and the
teachers stopped caring if I did my homework, but I wasn’t magically someone else. I tried a
couple of majors based on some casual interests--art, for example, because I liked drawing--but
it turned out that I was not nearly talented or creative enough since the best I could ever draw
were thick stick figures or unproportioned faces.Then I switched to engineering. I had always
been good at math and science in high school so I figured, ‘Why not?’ It was neat to learn about
all the physics and math behind making things, and I loved the process of brainstorming and
creating solutions for problems like: ‘What kind of portable machine could be created to chop
and stack wood in a remote forest?’; ‘How to create a desalination plant in the desert?’; or ‘What
would be the limiting resources of an underwater city?’ Finding solutions to such complex
problems required tons of research and creative problem-solving skills. I had to learn to work
with real components and pre-existing systems, and I had to learn how to balance labor



estimates and material costs. There were even times when I had to render 3-D models of our
solutions. It was tremendously satisfying. However, a brief internship at an engineering firm was
enough to show me that, in practice, it was mind-numbingly boring. The math and physics were
done by computer models, and most of my semester there was spent coding and programming
those models. Instead of getting to create solutions to complex problems that helped people, I
spent time figuring out ways to save money on material costs for already-made products like
vacuum cleaners and plastic hoses. While I loved making things, I couldn’t see myself as an
engineer.So, in my fourth year, I switched to Liberal Studies with the intent to teach, something
I'd already been doing on the side to help pay for college. The credits from the other classes
transferred, and the program was so easy to get into and finish that it only took me a few extra
semesters to get a degree.After college, I went to work. After all, that student debt wasn’t going
to pay itself off. I started work as a substitute teacher, and at first, it was fulfilling to help kids and
teens learn about stuff. I was in a different classroom every day though and never had the
chance to really plan lessons or get to know any group for too long. After a while, the job became
more about babysitting than teaching. Half the job was about dealing with behavioral problems
from students and not actually teaching. It also didn’t help that being a sub didn’t pay the bills.
So, I picked up a night job as a janitor to make a little extra money, and oddly, the job was much
more relaxing than I’d thought it would be. The work wasn’t complicated, and I could plug in my
headphones and zone out to a podcast or audiobook while I worked.The world turned, and
before I knew it, I'd gone from being twenty-five to forty-five. Life had just sort of passed me by
while I was trying to make a living. I'd never had a family of my own, and my parents had passed
when I was still in college. No siblings. The few friends I'd made in college faded after we
graduated and went our separate ways. There had been a couple of women I loved, but
something always stopped me from taking that next step, and they eventually left me. The only
regular conversations I even had these days were with my neighbor, the eighty-year-old cat
lady. So, there I was, alone, staring at the TV with the too familiar RPG character creation
screen, with the severe pain in my chest telling me that I was having a heart attack, just like my
dad had. As my vision went black and my breathing stopped, I regretted not making more of
myself--not being a maker like I'd dreamt of instead of letting my frail human failings pull me
down. I just wished that I had another chance. A chance to remake myself just like I could in
those games. Wish Granted.Chapter 2 – Character CreationThe black void consumed me. And
then it spit me out. The next time I opened my eyes, I couldn't close them again. I tried, but I no
longer had eyes--or, well, a body for that matter. Instead, I seemed to be an invisible entity
surrounded by emptiness. It was the most bizarre and mind-bending experience to seem to exist
but not exist. I started to freak out, thinking that I'd been sent to purgatory or something. After all,
I’d led a life of mediocrity and had neither done anything particularly good or bad. I feared that I’d
have to wait here for eons in a state of non-existence until someone or something pulled me
away. Then a line of text appeared in front of me. Welcome, traveler. Your soul has been chosen
to participate in the Reclamation and Reincarnation program. Your last wish before you died was



for a chance to re-make yourself and resolve your regrets. Here is that chance. Please choose
your new form.The text disappeared, and a row of beings appeared in front of me that stretched
off in either direction as far as I could see. Each figure was different. Most were humanoid with
two arms and legs, but others had hooves, tentacles, wings, proboscises, and all other manner
of appendages. “This is like cosmic Christmas,” I thought. “Not only do I get another chance at
life, but I get to choose what I’ll start out as?”My emotions shifted from disbelief to elation at my
luck. After I calmed myself, I took a long look at my options. I didn't want to be anything too weird
or foreign, and even though I was open to not being human, I wanted a human-ish shape. As
soon as the thought crossed my mind, the lineup of beings shrank down until only those that
conformed to my desire remained. Still, there were so many choices left, and I began to
recognize some of them from fantasy games. I wondered if there were any orcs, and the
selection in front of me shifted yet again. The male and female orc-like beings were all tall and
muscular with varying skin tones but distinct features. They had upturned noses, small tusks
jutted out from their slightly extended lower jaw, pointed ears, and generally rough appearances.
Some had a familiar yellow or green skin tone; others were blue or even purple. I wondered if
there were any other differences, and a new text box appeared for the one I was looking at.Urikei-
aCreated on a low-magic world by ancient beings most would call wizards, the Urikei-a is a
magical combination of orcs and goblins meant to have the strengths of both. Capable of
running long distances in daylight, they are a fearsome enemy. Though they are incapable of
reproduction and are regarded poorly by the other races of its home world.Bonuses: +6 Con, +2
Str, -4 Cha, -50 starting reputation with all light racesThe description of the beings might have
been ripped from a Tolkien novel, and I wondered if this was a weird dream that had been pulled
from my dying mind or if the universe was full of such uninspired descriptions. The process was
created based on the knowledge acquired in your previous life and conforms to a creation
process with which you were familiar. The infinite multiverse contains every variation of life, even
those you would consider based on your universe’s literature. I was surprised to get an answer,
but thought, “Does that mean that, in some other universe, my life and experiences were fodder
for some cheap web novel or something?” No response came and the question bothered me for
only a second before I returned my focus to the task at hand. From what I could tell, it seemed
like there really was just about every type of fantasy creature and being, and not just from
literature. There were also versions from video games like Warcraft, Warhammer 40K, Skyrim,
and anime like Overlord. Each had a slightly different description from the original material, and,
more importantly, different stat bonuses, but they were fundamentally the same and
recognizable.My mind dismissed the orc line up. After all, they're the bad guys in just about
every story or they are so barbaric that they didn't feel right for me. My mind flitted through all the
fantasy and sci-fi races that I'd come across. Even limited to just humanoid shapes, the number
of choices was staggering. After reading the various descriptions, I learned that choosing one
would put me in some alternate variation of those worlds. I had liked the idea of being an
undead warrior when playing Warcraft, but the reality seemed unpleasant and likely rather



smelly.I was happy to have this chance instead of simply not existing. But at the same time, I
knew that I had to be smart and make the most of all the information I was being given. Instead
of focusing on races I already knew, I decided to think about what I was trying to
accomplish. “What are the regrets I was trying to fix? What are the failings that I wish I could
change?”As I thought and pondered on my life, the selection of races in front of me shifted and
changed until finally there were only a few. Dwarves (Augustus subrace) - An ancient race of
drunken bearded warriors and craftsmen. They gain power from their devotion to the god of
crafting and beer. Dwarves have been known to create some of the mightiest weapons in the
nine realms. Bonuses: +4 Con, +2 Str, +70% more fun while drunk, -10% crafting quality when
sober.Metalmen - One of the few artificially created races. They are young and have only existed
for a few hundred years. These self-aware constructs are capable of improving themselves
through crafting.Bonuses: +2 Int, -2 Cha, +25% Learning speed, Does not breathe, Does not
eat, Does not sleep, Adaptable bodies. Not able to be healed with divine magic or
potions.Bugmen - One of the oldest races on the planet Bugopolius, they have a hive mind that
allows them instant access to all the knowledge and experience of crafters from both the past
and the present.Bonuses: +2 Con, -2 Wis, Starting access to all plans, schematics, and crafting
recipes. Natural weapons. +4 Attack when fighting with other Bugmen“Even with their crafting
potential, I don’t want to be an alcoholic dwarf or an insect with a hive mind,” I thought. “The
Metalmen, while not the best crafters and with some severe deficits, have some exciting
bonuses--bonuses that resonate with my desire to be a different person this time around. No
more distractions from overeating, sleeping in, or binge-watching TV. Plus, the world that they
lived in hinted at being the type of place that I could make a difference.”Without further thought, I
chose Metalmen.The other figures faded away, which left me with four beings made of wood,
stone, and metal. They varied a bit in their composition, but focusing on each caused new text to
appear. Warrior - One of four default frames for the Metalmen race. This frame focuses on battle
and can be upgraded to specialize in several ways, including: increased armor, built-in weapon
systems, increased size, specialized armor, and weapons.Bonuses: +2 Str, +2 Con, +25%
Combat Skills, -40% Crafting Skills Mage - One of four default frames for the Metalmen race.
This frame focuses on the arcane and can be upgraded to specialize in several ways. Increased
mana systems, built-in arcane focuses, spell receptacles, spell infused cores, specialized armor,
and weapons. Bonuses: +2 Int, +2 Wis, +25% Magic Skills, -25% Combat Skill, -25% Stealth
Skills Artificer - One of four default frames for the Metalmen race. This frame focuses on crafting
and can be upgraded to specialize in several ways. Including: built-in tools and schematics plus
spell-infused parts, cores with temporary and permanent spell-like features, specialized armor,
and weapons.Bonuses: +2 Int, +2 Cha, +25% Crafting Skills, -40% Combat Skill Scout - One of
four default frames for the Metalmen race. This frame focuses on stealth and can be upgraded to
specialize in several ways, including: increased stealth systems, built-in lockpicking tools and
traps, specialized armor, and weapons. Bonuses: +2 Int, +2 Dex, +25% Stealth Skills, -40%
Magic Skill The descriptions for each Metalman class clearly showed that they specialized early



and increased in that specialization as time went on. While I was intrigued by the possibility of
becoming a hulking fighter or a spell-slinger, the only one that called out to me was the Artificer.
Its abilities were in line with the primary reason that I picked the Metalmen race in the first place,
specifically their innate crafting skills and their ability to improve themselves via it. Having
chosen to become a Metalman Artificer, new text appeared.Congratulations on choosing your
new self. Uploading soul now…And the world faded to black once again.Chapter 3 -
AwakeningThe darkness seemed to extend forever as my consciousness floated for what could
have been an eternity. Finally, the darkness faded, and I was hit with a myriad new sensation: the
grind of gears, the explosive push as pistons fired, the twist of screws, the stretch of springs, and
the hardness of the inflexible plating covering me. The sensations were alien, but I still felt utter
joy at existing and being able to feel once more. I tried to take a deep breath only to realize I
couldn’t. I mentally panicked as my mind assumed that I was suffocating, but then I realized that
I didn’t have any sensations of pain associated with suffocation and that I was actually okay. It
took a moment to adjust, and then I remembered a characteristic of the Metalman species: they
didn’t breathe.As the dark faded, a light in the distance grew slowly brighter and brighter until it
filled my vision. There was a cacophony of voices, and while none were quite in focus yet, I
recognized the blurry shapes of people moving all around me along with tables, chairs, walls,
and a window in the background. I wished that I could see better, and like magic, words
appeared in front of me. Readjusting visual centersThere was a small whirring noise inside my
head, and the room came into focus. The people talking were wearing white lab coats and
excitedly gesturing toward me. I was confused as I realized just how short the people were. They
only came up to my waist and had heads that were just a bit too large for their bodies with larger-
than-healthy ears and bulbous noses. The word “gnomes” floated to mind, and I realized that
was exactly what they were. Their speech seemed like some foreign language at first, but their
words slowly started to make sense, and I realized that I somehow recognized it. A gnome with
bright red hair and a handlebar mustache gestured toward me. "See, I told you that it would
work! Instead of creating a new artificial soul, the ancients must have bound an old one to their
machines to make the Metalmen.""Yes, yes. Your technique has worked. But just because it lives
doesn't mean it is the same techniques the ancients used," another gnome, one with black
slicked-back hair countered.A third gnome, just out of sight, said, "We haven't even tested the
Metalman to see if it's sentient. It may be as unintelligent as all the normal constructs."The only
female among them sighed tiredly and then spoke up loudly to interrupt their conversation.
"Look, I've done my part summoning the soul. Can I go now?" The others barely registered the
question before waving the short woman away. She quickly moved toward the door, a brief flash
of curiosity appearing across her face as she glanced back at me, before she turned away and
left. I tried to speak but found that I couldn't. I could only turn my head left and right and move my
fingers and toes, but that didn’t mean that I was without my wiles. I tapped on the metal table
with my finger. Tap, tap. Tap, tap. Tap, tap. The steady sound caught the gnome’s attention, their
arguing stopped, and they looked at me. The redhead asked, "Can you understand us?"Tap."I



think he just said 'yes,'" the redhead said to the other gnomes."No, Tognomey. It's likely just
some random movement. I still think our research should shift back to artificial souls," the gnome
with the slicked-back hair said.Tap. Tap."Ha, he just told you no, Gnomerad."The other gnomes
smiled at each other and started to fire off questions while the black-haired one sulked silently. It
took a while, but through a series of yes-or-no questions, I was able to clarify that I could
understand them but that something was wrong with my voice. The redhead, Tognomey,
grabbed a tool from the workbench behind me and adjusted something in my neck by using a
ladder to reach me. There was a crackling sound and an ear-splitting whine then another
adjustment to something in my neck and a quiet low hum."Ok. Now try to speak, friend,"
Tognomey said."Hello, world," I said, with a deep synthetic voice. A small chuckle escaped my--
well, not lips--but voice box. I thought the phrase would be appropriate since it was the first thing
most programmers learned to code.What followed was a cacophony of questions and
statements from everyone in the room. Too many to follow. I tried to raise my hands to indicate
for them to stop talking all at once, but I found that I was chained to the table I laid out
on. "Please, gentlemen...err...gentle gnomes, I'd be happy to talk to you at length if you'd remove
these restraints holding me down."The gnomes all looked towards the oldest among them, and
the red-headed Tognomey asked the elder, "Well, Professor Gnominsky, you're the senior fellow
here. What do you say? It would only be a minor violation of protocol."The white-haired gnome
with thick glasses looked at each of the others before he answered, "Well, we have already gone
beyond our initial expectations for the experiment. We hypothesized that binding a soul to a
Metalman frame would restore life, but we did not expect a conscious soul with the capacity to
speak. Rather, we thought we'd get a Tabula Rasa, a blank slate.""It has not yet been proven that
it is sentient, Professor,” a voice interrupted. “I still believe it is only a clever facsimile. I've seen
clever birds speak and even sound like they are having conversations with their owners. But we
would not call them aware.”I turned to see Gnomerad sneering at me and recognized the
condescending ‘know it all’ look from my college days. It was the look of an academic who
argued not out of genuine belief but because he wished to push his own theories. I tried to smile
reassuringly but realized that I had neither the lips nor any capacity to make a facial expression.
The inability to communicate with non-verbal cues would make convincing these guys I was a
person more challenging. "I can assure you all that I am indeed quite sentient. I'd be happy to
take the Turing Test or your local equivalent. 'I think therefore I am' and all that. Regardless of
that, my request to be unbound seems like a simple courtesy.""Turing? Is that the gnome in
accounting?" a gnome in the back asked a fellow next to me.Gnomerad ignored the comment.
"No, it is not courtesy. I would not unleash a potentially dangerous machine. Protocols are there
for a reason. If this machine would harm one of us..." "If you fear for your safety, Gnomerad,
please bring in a guard or something," I interrupted. "I promise not to bite."The other gnomes
snickered, and Gnomerad turned red. "I am not afraid. I'm a 16th level Golem Master. I could
destroy you in an instant, you uppity bag of bolts. I'd…""Fine. Fine. If you can protect everyone, it
should be safe to unbind me then."Gnomerad looked around, realizing the trap I'd laid. He could



either let me loose or look like he’s too afraid. "Very well. I withdraw my objection.""Good. Then I
agree that we can let you loose," Professor Gnominsky said.The gnomes all worked to unbuckle
the restraints on my hands and feet and along my waist, and I was finally able to sit up. I
automatically rubbed my wrists, more out of some expectation that I should than any discomfort.
I asked, "Well, guys, what would you like to talk about?"Everyone’s questions came so quickly
that I couldn't understand anyone. Professor Gnominsky came to my aid. "Please! You are all
acting like children." The statement quieted the others. "Please, either ask your questions
individually, or I'll have you submit them in writing."The chastisement seemed to work as each
gnome asked their questions in a more orderly manner, and I did my best to answer them. "Are
you really a bound soul?""No idea. How could you tell one way or the other? I don’t have any
travel documents if that’s what you’re asking.""What is the other life like?""The other life? If you
mean the afterlife? I don't know. I don't think I went there.""What do you remember of your
life?""Uh, that’s a pretty broad question. I remember my childhood, stupid high school, slightly
better college, work… uh, lots of gaming.""What is it like to be a Metalman?""I don't know. I've
only been one for a few minutes.""Do you know why they died out?""No. Maybe they ran into a
colony of rust monsters.""Do you remember the ancients that made you?""I don't know of any
ancients. Though my parents were in their forties when I was born.""What was the old world
like?""My old world was made of steel, concrete, and electronics. It's a place that would take
hours to describe. But I think you mean to ask about the old world of the ancients, which I can't
speak about.""Is it true you were made to fight the great undead hordes?""Yikes. Really? I don't
know anything about the undead and hope never to.""How do you reproduce without
genitalia?""Asexual reproduction? Special attachments? I don't know.""Are you just mimicking
words?""Am I mimicking words? Aren't we all?""How can you be sentient if you've only existed
for a few minutes?""I was sentient before I got here. How long do you need to exist to be
sentient? A day? A year? Have you achieved sentience yet? How would you know?"The last
response was directed to Gnomerad and elicited laughter from the others. One even joked, "A
question we've all asked before."“That’s enough,” Professor Gnominsky said. “Guards, please
take him to the room at the end of the hall while we discuss our findings and decide what to do
with the Metalman.”I was escorted out of the laboratory and down a hall to a small closet by the
gnome guards. As I was escorted down the hallway, I was slowed down by my left leg, which
seemed to be dragging. The guards led me to a door and told me to enter. I had to duck my head
to get through the low doorway. As soon as I was in the room, the door closed behind me and
locked.Chapter 4 – Look at me, I’m a real boyAs I waited for the gnomes to decide my fate, I took
a look at where they’d stashed me. The four walls were made of brick with a barred window to
my left. There was a glass globe embedded in the ceiling that was the source of a yellowish light.
There was a mop and bucket in the corner of the room, wooden crates along the walls, and
shelves with various bits of materials, old looking tools, and spare parts on them.“Okay, so these
guys shoved me into the supply closet like I’m a glorified broom,” I thought. “Am I just another tool
to them?”The room really wasn’t very large, only about four by six with a low ceiling at maybe



eight feet. It told me that the building was probably designed with gnomes or some other people
of similar size in mind and not humans; or, in my case as it was now, Metalmen. It made me
wonder exactly where I’d ended up. Was the whole world full of gnomes, or was it just this city,
wherever I was? I’d hate to need to hunch over whenever I went through a doorway for the rest of
my life. A look out the window didn’t tell me much. It must have been the middle of the night
because the view outside was pitch black. I was able to make out a few sounds, but I wasn’t able
to identify them. Since there wasn’t anything else to learn from the room, I decided to turn my
inspection towards myself. This was the first time I’ve been alone and able to actually take a
good long look at my new body. Looking down at myself, I saw that I still had the same basic
shape I did before: two arms, two hands, five fingers on each hand, a chest, hips, two legs with
feet and five toes each. I felt the turn of the gears inside me as I bent down to touch my toes and
the stretch of springs as I reached up and touched the ceiling. My left leg didn't bend correctly
and had a large crack along its entire length, which explained why it had dragged earlier. I
continued to stretch and move, and found my joints seemed to work the same as when I was
human. I had the same range of movement, though I’ll admit that my old, forty-five-year-old body
was neither this slim nor agile. It felt glorious to be able to move this well again.I continued my
inspection of my new form and found that, instead of soft, supple tanned flesh with thin dark hair,
there was hardened wood and stone. I rubbed a finger along my forearm and noted that I could
still feel, but the sensations were muted. My 'skin' seemed to be made of dark brown wood and
stone plates that came together in an assemblage of the human form. As I moved, those plates
shifted, and if I stretched just right, I could see gears, pistons, and other moving parts between
the gaps. I wasn't sure how it all worked, but then again, I wasn't 100% sure how my human body
had worked either. I touched my neck and face and confirmed that I was missing a mouth, nose,
ears, and hair. When looking at the Metalmen in the race selection process, I’d seen what they
looked like. But it was another thing to feel the lack of these features. It was disconcerting to
speak yet have no mouth, to hear and yet have no ears, and have my eyes to see and yet not
have eyelids. My mind kept expecting me to blink, and when I didn’t, there was an odd mental
discomfort, a weird absence. Like a man who had lost a limb yet still felt its presence, my mind
missed the small autonomic functions. “It’s so much more difficult to communicate without the
ability to make facial expressions,” I thought, “but it’s something I’m going to have to adjust to. I
think I can start putting more importance on tone, though I’ll miss making sarcastic facial
expressions. I mean, I used to be able to raise each of my eyebrows independently and give the
‘Can you smell what the rock is cooking?’ look.”I decided to test the rest of my senses since I’d
confirmed that my vision and sense of touch were different. I tried to close my eyes to focus on
the sounds around me but again realized that I couldn’t. Instead, I had to consciously ignore the
visual input and concentrate on the sounds around me. I heard nothing at first, but then I picked
up on the chirp of crickets outside the window and the rustling of leaves in the wind. I shifted my
foot and heard a small creak from the floorboards beneath my feet. Well, that proved my hearing
was about the same as before. Full stereoscopic hearing, check. I already knew that I did not



breathe anymore but only then realized that meant that I didn’t have a sense of taste either since
I no longer had a mouth. I got a sinking feeling in my stomach--well, I would have if I actually had
one--and even that thought made me more than a little sad that I’d never eat another piece of
bacon, drink a nice cold beer, or eat my famous spaghetti. I’d always known that I enjoyed eating
but only now realized exactly how much delight I took in eating greasy, fatty, decadent food.
Although, my old body’s expanding waistline should have been a clue. Still, I knew what I was
getting into when I chose this race. “At least I wasn’t reincarnated into the body of a baby
Metalman,” I thought sarcastically. “Then I’d have to go through childhood and adolescence
again. That would have really sucked.” It was disturbing to know that I wasn’t made out of flesh
and blood any more. “Does that mean that I wasn’t truly alive?” I questioned, “Or does the old
adage still apply? ‘I think therefore I am.’ I can still think, reason, and though I may not feel the
same sensations, I can still perceive. The biological definition of being alive might not apply to
me, but my mind is telling me I am. Could I be sentient but not alive?” The thoughts calmed my
disturbed mind, and I tried to recall what else was on the description for Metalmen when a text
line appeared in my vision.Command: _The line was unlike anything I'd seen here till now, and
then I remembered the other text I'd seen when just waking up. It was a text about my visual
cortex adjusting or something. I didn't think much about it since that was how the entity in the
character creation room had communicated, but what if this wasn't the gnomes, but me instead?
Or, rather, the Metalman body or brain or whatever? The current text had a blinking underscore
that reminded me of the old DOS computer command structure. I decided to test it out and said
out loud, "Help." Nothing happened. Then I tried, "Command: Help," and a new line of text
appeared.Command - Executes command structure instructions and programs.Character sheet
- Summary of current frame attributes, class, skills, level, and abilities.Find - Command-line
instruction to find file, directory, or keyword.Directory - Manual Metalman file directory structure,
including pre-made programs.Inquiry - Command-line instruction to ask Metalman OS a
question.The help file was pretty bare giving me only a few instructions, but it was enough to get
started. Like any good RPG player, the first thing I opened up was my Character Sheet.Name:
RepairRace: MetalmanClass: Artificer Level 1XP to next level: 2684Weight: 120 lbs.Carrying
Capacity: 120/150 lbs.AC: 12HP: 9/15Mana: 14/14Str: 10Dex: 10Con: 10Int: 14Wis: 10Cha:
10Traits: +25% Learning speed; Does not breathe; Does not eat; Does not sleep; Adaptable
body. Not able to be healed with divine magic or potions.Skills: NoneAbilities: Deconstruct,
Repair“Well, I'm not surprised at being level 1,” I thought. “Although, from what the gnomes said
about Metalmen being an extinct race, I’d hoped that I would have landed in a max-level body.
Still, my stats aren't bad, although I don't really have anything to compare them to, and I don’t
really know anything about the two abilities deconstruct and repair since there isn’t any
information about them besides their names.”I said out loud, “What is deconstruct?”Invalid
commandI sighed as I remembered just how precise you had to be with this kind of system. One
incorrect letter or misspelled command, and it just wouldn’t work. I said, "Inquiry: What is
Deconstruct?" The character sheet in front of me disappeared and was replaced by a line of



text.Deconstruct - The Artificer ability to break down materials and store them for later use.
Artificers may use these materials to repair objects, items, one's self, or other Metalmen. At
higher levels, materials may even be used in the creation of new objects.The information was
curious. I wasn’t sure what to make of it. I recalled reading a sci-fi story about a man stranded on
an alien world, and his spacesuit had a tool like that. I think they eventually made it into a movie
or something with Tom Cruise playing the lead. Still, I repeated the process to learn about my
other ability, Repair. Repair - Using stored materials, a Metalman artificer can repair himself,
others, or objects for which he has a stored schematic. I recalled my left leg and the damage
there. I was not sure how to go about repairing it. Still, there was no harm in trying. “Command:
Repair.”Please specify the damaged system or object to repair.“I guess that makes sense,” I
muttered to myself. “Otherwise, the ability wouldn’t have a way of knowing what exactly to repair.”
More loudly, I said, “Command: Repair my leg.”No target ‘my’ available. Please specify the
damaged system or object to repair.I groaned at the needed specificity. “Command: Repair
Repair’s left leg.”Target acquired… Running diagnostic program…My left leg glowed a light blue
for about five minutes, and when the glow faded, new text appeared in my vision.Diagnostic
program complete: Insufficient materials available to repair the damaged leg. The damage will
require 20 lbs. of material to repair: 10 lbs. of wood, 5 lbs. of stone, and 5 lbs. of copper or higher
grade metal.“Ah, so that’s why I need deconstruct: to get those materials.” I looked around the
storage room and saw just about everything that I needed to make my repairs. The walls were
made of stone and brick, the floor was wooden, and there were some copper coils in some of
the storage boxes. The only thing I needed to do was figure out how to ‘deconstruct’ them all. I
said, “Command: Deconstruct wall.”Invalid target. Please activate deconstruction tool and
highlight target.The instructions puzzled me, but I said, “Command: Activate Deconstruction
tool.”My left forearm buzzed, and the seam between wooden plates on the top of my forearm
split apart, moved aside, and a thin rod-like object extended out. I couldn’t help but laugh at the
sight. I was not only surprised by the view of this thing popping out of my arm, but it also looked
something like David Tennant’s sonic screwdriver, all silver with a rounded blue tip. I thought I’d
die laughing if the thing made the same sound when I activated it, but it was silent as it worked.
A blue light shone from the deconstruction tool seeking a target. I pointed it at the crate of
copper coils and said, “Command: Deconstruct copper coils.”The light turned from blue to
green, and a line of text appeared.Starting deconstruction process… Estimated time to
completion: 12.5 minutes.“Well, there goes any idea of using this tool as a weapon,” I thought. “I
doubt anyone would stand still for 12 minutes while it deconstructed them. Assuming that it even
works on people or monsters.” Watching the deconstruction process was a fascinating sight. The
coils in the box gradually dissolved a bit at a time and streamed into the tool. It was like they
were taken apart, atom by atom and transported to… Well, I was not sure where they were
transported. After twelve and a half minutes, the coils looked like a big, cube-sized bite had been
taken out of them. Deconstruction complete: Storing 5 lbs. of copper in internal storage slots. I
wasn’t sure where the internal storage slots were, but I figured they must have been somewhere



inside me. I wondered just how much space I had in there. “Inquiry: How much space do I have
in my internal storage slots?”You have five internal storage slots capable of storing different
materials. The amount you can save is limited by your carrying capacity. Internal storage slots
may be upgraded during your next level. Wow, that was a lot more information than I was
expecting. Still, it matched what I was given when I recheck my character sheet. I now had 125
lbs. of my 150 lbs. carrying capacity filled, which seemed to include my actual weight. “So, I can
really carry an extra 30 lbs.--well, now 25 lbs.,” I thought. “If I had to guess, I'd say that I could
carry 15 lbs. for every point I had in my strength stat. Which meant that, if I increased the stat, I
could improve my carrying capacity.” I spent the next few hours deconstructing enough materials
to fill three of the internal storage slots and maxed out my carrying capacity. As soon as I hit my
max capacity, I felt extra heavy and could barely move my feet. I was just lucky I didn’t have to
run any errands right then, or I’d be in trouble. Instead, I activated the repair ability and specified
my left leg again. Instead of rerunning the diagnostic program, however, the leg started to glow
green, and I got a new text message. Starting repair of left leg... Estimated time till complete: 1
hour. Please stay still. The next hour passed slowly, and I only wished that I had sat down and
grabbed a book or something because standing was becoming annoying. Still, not having to
sleep anymore meant that I had plenty of time to kill. After an hour, my left leg looked as good as
my right leg and moved just as smoothly, no longer dragging on the ground. I wondered if
anything else was broken in me and then realized I didn’t have to wonder. “Inquiry: How do I
check my body for damage?”You may do a visual inspection or activate a program ‘diagnostic
tool with a target of ‘self’ or ‘insert your name here.’ “Command: Run the diagnostic tool on
Repair.”Running diagnostic tool…My entire body started to glow blue as the program examined
me.Diagnostic program complete: Damage to internal core structures; Damage to right arm;
Damage to vocal processors.Insufficient materials are available to repair. The damage will
require 4 lbs. of wood, 6 lbs. of stone, and 10 lbs. of copper metal or higher grade metal material
to repair.I hadn’t realized that I was damaged further, though now that I thought about it, I had
noticed that my HP was below maximum. I pulled up my character sheet again and saw that,
instead of reading HP: 9/15 like it did the first time I saw it, my stats now read HP: 13/15. And
then it clicked. “Of course,” I thought. “Metalmen cannot heal like ordinary people, but repairing
themselves does the same thing. The implications are both troubling and exciting. I mean, as
long as I have enough materials in storage, I can effectively heal myself forever. But that means
I’ll only be able to depend on myself to fix me since there are no other Metalmen around. Unless
someone else can do those repairs?”There were too many unknowns. Perhaps the gnomes
could answer some of my questions if they ever came back. The night progressed along the
same line, with me deconstructing materials in the room and repairing myself. It took hours, but I
was back to full working order and full HP.Chapter 5 - DecisionsThe night passed slowly, and I
had time to finish up what I'd accidentally discovered when I asked for help. The format of the
system was similar to MS-DOS and used specific command functions to run. The program was
called Metalman OS, and the people who had created the Metalmen were a lot more advanced



in some ways than even my world. After all, the closest we'd gotten to creating an artificial being
was an Artificial Intelligence that painted, played chess, and beat the contestants on Jeopardy.
Nothing that could control a humanoid frame like this. The level of technology made me curious
about exactly how advanced this world was. I had assumed it would be full fantasy since the first
people I'd met were gnomes, and they seemed to use magic. But that was an assumption based
on little other evidence. Still, the Metalman OS wasn't too complicated. With a little bit of
practice, I thought I could create custom programs once I studied the code for the ones that
already existed. Programs listed in the file directory included: Inspect - Gathers data about target
including level, name, damage range, class, health level, mana level, quality, and any other
embedded descriptions. The program may be countered by special abilities or a large gap in
power levels. Character Sheet - Summary of current frame attributes, class, skills, level, and
abilities.Deconstruct - The Artificer ability to break down materials and store them for later use.
Artificers may use these materials to repair objects, items, one's self, or other Metalmen. At
higher levels, materials may even be used in the creation of new objects.Repair - Using stored
materials, a Metalman artificer can repair himself, others, or objects for which a stored
schematic is possessed. Diagnostic - Scans target for damage and estimates required materials
needed to fully repair. Schematic of target needed to function accurately. Inquiry - Question and
answer function designed to help the user understand the Metalman OS and the designated
frame. Internal Storage - Extradimensional space where deconstructed materials are stored.
Weight of contents remains the same, but the amount of space taken up is reduced
tremendously. Access to the internal storage system is only available through this program.
Storage can be upgraded with proper materials during leveling sequence. Current slots: 5.
Warning: Efforts to access space through external exploration may result in the total destruction
of Metalman frame and surrounding area. Unfortunately, there was little information from the help
files about who made the Metalmen or for what purpose. I knew the gnomes would have loved
more details, but I hadn't found any. Perhaps the information would be unlocked in the future? Or
maybe the information just wasn't considered important enough to include in the help files of
every single Metalman? It would have been like expecting a detailed text file on world history to
be included on every computer that came with Mac OS. By the time that I'd finished exploring
the file directory, the programs, and the help files, it was morning. I looked out the window,
hoping to see where I was but could only see a tall brick wall. Yet, I heard the sounds of a city
through the window: horses trotting, the curses of drivers, the rhythmic sounds of the wheels of
carriages or carts, and mixed voices of many people. Knowing that I was not out in the
wilderness but in the middle of some type of civilization was useful.However, my time alone
ended when the door to the room opened and Gnomerad walked in. I decided to try out my
newly discovered program and whispered, "Command: Run Inspect on Gnomerad." I'd learned
that Inspect, by its very nature, was intended to gather information on an unknown target. I would
have to point or designate in some way the target I wanted it to focus on. Inspect in progress…
Gnomerad Elliot Sinclair BurrowtonGolem Master - level 17I was a little disappointed by the



limited information I'd been given by the program. But I could only guess the differences in our
levels may have limited what data was available. Gnomerad looked annoyed as he stepped into
the room, and then his expression changed to one of anger as he looked around and saw that
parts of the walls, floor, and some storage were broken or missing pieces. "What have you done
you, stupid pile of bolts? We put you in here to keep you out of trouble, and this is how you repay
us, by destroying our rooms?""If you mean, ‘forced me in here like a prisoner,’ sure. But I needed
materials to repair myself. I apologize if I've damaged your building. I'll be happy to pay for the
repair costs once you let me go, and I get a job," I responded. It was hard for me to convey the
level of zero shits I gave for this guy's annoyance without being able to crinkle my nose in
annoyance or frown. But I tried my best with my tone of voice. However, I don't think I succeeded
in my snarky efforts because the gnome just nodded, sniffed once and said, "Well, that's fine
then. As long as you'll be compensating the Institute." He motioned with his hands for me to
stand up, and I did. "Now, I'll take you to the research group so that you may hear the decision
we've made regarding what to do with you." He turned around without looking back, and I
quickly ducked my head as I followed him through the low doorway and into the hall. He was
pretty quick for a little guy, and I found myself hurrying to stay apace with him. As we walked
through the building, there were several open doors to other rooms, and I caught glimpses of
other gnomes working on projects. One was carefully mixing chemicals while wearing black
gloves, another was using what appeared to be a welding torch on a tall metal figure, and a third
was reading while floating two feet off the ground. The range of activities was astounding, and I
was quite curious about just what these guys were researching--well, besides Metalmen. 
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Cody, “Almost perfect. This is one of my favorite genres and Ramon has a very neat take on
crafting that I really enjoyed. I loved pretty much everything even if some twists were super
obvious but there was one trope that almost made me chuck my kindle crossed the
room.****SPOILERISH****** A bad guy who is known to POISON PEOPLE WITH A SLOW
PAINFUL DEATH WITH AN EXPENSIVE CURE is left to live because "oh nooooo we are the
good guys we can't kill him boooo hooooo". The whole book was so good till that point and I'll
definitely read the next book but hopefully there's no more bs around leaving obviously evil
bastards live to go murder more people because "we are good guys". I can't say how much I
wish this garbage trope would die in a fire.”

B. R., “Good LitRPG. Can't give a 4.5, over all a good read. Not enough crafting for me, kind of
glosses over much of it, which some might prefer. Doesn't drown you in tables of stats, but could
use more definition away from story text. Also, don't need the character sheet every chapter, or
for it to be all of it every time. Relevant updates would do just fine.The biggest complaint really is
the fact another pass by the editor should have been done. While all the words are spelled right,
occasionally one is out of order. Also, about 2/3rds of the way through the book, Repair goes
from making Iron Nails to Copper Nails. Not using his upgrades to change the schematic, not
studying one. Copper is too soft for nails anyway.”

Jennifer C., “A different take on the isekai setup. This is the second book series by Mejia (the first
being Project Alpha) that I have enjoyed. In particular, while Isekai starts aren't unusual, I really
liked that the isekai mechanism for our MC was a result of the intense desire at the moment of
death to right the wrongs of his life.The choice by the MC to be a Metalman leads to some
interesting self-reflection and during the time that passes in the book, especially with respect to
the idea that Repair is property that belongs to the gnomes. I am looking forward to 2reading
book 2 to see where the story goes from here.Further, I Ioved the character development, which
was successful in building fully-realized characters, even to the point of having apparent
contradictions. It's not as simple to label a person as good or bad, as the varying situations,
information available, and motivations involved could serve to send a character one way in one
scene and the other way in another - much like actual people.Finally, the over-arching story of
the mystery that surrounds the Metalman race - who built them, how, and why, as well as how
and why they died out - is advanced very nicely in different ways, and I find myself wanting to
jump right in to book 2 to learn more.So, to that end, I'm off to get book 2. Why don't you pick up
book 1 to read so you can experience that for yourself, then join me in reading book 2?”

Corey Boyd, “A different approach. The author of the Mechanical Crafter series, R. Meija
introduces us to a complicated and multi-facetted world – an era in which guilds exist, the
technological advances have yet to outpace the standard and old-time crafts such as



blacksmithing, tailoring, just to name a few. Part of the series’ charm and allure is that it
introduces elements of magic, steam-punk, and manages to meld them into a coherent entity in
which both are necessary yet neither one can be argued either way to be superior to the
other.The main character that is introduced, Repair, is an absolute delight, if for the sole reason
while intelligent, he doesn’t necessarily possess the world-experience that he’ll need in order to
survive the challenges that lie ahead. If the author has one thing that they excel at, it is
introducing light-elements of comedy in just the right amount that make the serious moments still
entertaining in their own right.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Bazzinga amazing. Wow dude that was absolutely awesome I loved
every page and found myself absolutely absorbed in the story I love the twists and turns as the
story unfolds I seriously can't wait for the next book many many many thanks R.A for feeding my
voracious overactive imagination ”

Christian Brausen, “Good read. I enjoyed reading this story a lot. I liked the idea of being a
sentient robot with an inexhaustible power supply.Good editing and a nice story. I am looking
forward to read the next book in the series.”

Gryphin, “Good book. Good book different from other litrpg I've read, there are some parts that
don't make sense, like female character being attracted to a robotic mannequin”

MR J JACKSON, “Really enjoyable. All the things you look for, well paced, thoughtful character
development, not overpowered, interesting skills/class options, potential for secondary
characters and well set up for book 2 which I will be buying and reading forthwith!”

D S., “Pretty good. I found this enjoyable. More words needed. You may too review watcher.
Download and you shant be disappointed within. Finished.”

The book by R.A. Mejia has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 346 people have provided feedback.
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